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A precise method of determining the constant of 
crystal grating by the combination of <p- and 

^-methods. 
V. DolejSek and Swami Jnanananda, Praha. 

(Received December 13, 1935.) 

A new type of spectrograph has been constructed. I ts principal parts 
are three coaxial cylinders of chrome-nickel-steel, which are made by 
Skoda-Works. The grating constant of a zinc sulphide crystal has been 
measured with this spectrograph using the method of Siegbahn to verify the 
advantages of the ^-methods against the ^-method as shown by the former 
authors. I t has been shown that the defects of the crystal such as displace
ment can be determined and eliminated by the combination of the (p- and 
the x-methods. The possibility of the said determination is given by the 
fact that the value of the constant of crystal grating derived through the 
H-method can be, in the first approximation, taken to be the correct value. 
After determining the said error of displacement, even the minute error of 
the measured angle « can be eliminated. The said method has been experi
mentally verified. 

In this journal two precise methods of determining the grating 
constant of a crystal have been published. These methods do not 
require to measure the glancing angle q>, as demanded by the 
Bragg's law, but they need to measure and utilise the angle x, the 
diffrence between two glancing angles. We should like to point out 
that the angle x, in either one of these methods, is only measured 
with the Siegbahn's precise method for the measurement of the 
glancing angle <p. 

Of these two ^-methods, one, evolved by Kunzl and Koppel,1) 
measures in the manner of Pavelka,2) the difference between the 
glancing angles of the same radiation in two different orders m 
and n, i. e. x = (pn — <pm, while the other, evolved by Bouchal and 
DolejSek,3) measures in a manner similar to Valouch,*) the diffe
rence between the glancing angles of two different radiations k^ 

' ) V. Kunzl-J. Koppel, C R. 196 (1933), 787; 196 (1933), 940; Casopis 
68 (1934), 109; Journ. de Phys. 5 (1934), 146. ~ 

*) A. Pavelka, Bull, de PAcad. de Sc. de Boheme 28 (1927), 442. 
*) F . Bouehal-V. DolejSek, C R. 199 (1934), 1054; Casopis 65 (1935), 34. 
*) M. A. Valouch, Bull, de PAcad, de Sc. de Boheme 28 (1927), 31. 
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and Ay in one and the same order, i. e., x = (pn>v — (pn,^ Such is the 
difference between these methods so far as their fundamentals 
are concerned. Again if we look at the specific advantages, which 
have been shown in the cited papers, the difference between them 
is even greater. In the Kunzl-Koppel's method the fictive constants 
vary in accordance with the radiations used and they naturally 
differ from those of Bragg. In the series of the fictive constants 
derived by this method, which vary according to the radiations, 
a particular fictive constant, corresponding to a particular wave-
lenght, can be found which agrees with the real grating constant. 
In the method of Bouchal-Dolejsek, the fictive constants do not 
vary with the wave-lengths used and they agree with the fictive 
constants derived from the 95-method of Bragg. In this method any 
two wave-lengths can be so chosen as to make the angle x much 
smaller than in the Kunzl-Koppel's method, and through such 
a selection of the small angle x, it is possible to enlarge the advan
tage of the other one where the value of the angle x is nearly as 
great as that of the angle cp. We cannot however make a right 
use of this additional advantage for in the region of small angles 
the discrepancy of the scale has great influence on the results. 

In this work, in verifying the mentioned advantages of the 
.^-methods of determining the grating constant of a crystal given 
by the former authors, we develop a new method by the combina
tion of the <p- and ^-methods for entirely eliminating the discre
pancy due to the defects of the grating crystal (such as displace
ment e t c ) , there by avoiding the necessity of selecting the angle x 
which is small. Here, in applying this method, we measure* and give 
out the precise value of the grating constant of a zinc sulphide (ZnS) 
crystal as its verification. 

We have chosen zinc sulphide crystal as a diffraction grating, 
since it has, owing to small grating constant,5) large dispersion, 
and at the same time has, as shown by Klipferle,6) a good reflecting 
power. Therefore it is of great value as a diffraction grating for 
X-rays. From the other side, the natural surface of this crystal is 
very usually not quite regular and consequently it is not possible 
to adjust the forefr.ont surface of the crystal exactly at the centre 
of the "spectrograph with the usual optical methods. I t can be noted 
that even with such an irregular surface of the crystal, we can with 
the #-meth6d derive precise value of the grating constant and there
by demonstrate the special merit and advantage of the ^-method. 

For our proposed work we have used a new spectrograph 
(Fig. 1) which we have constructed. In its principle parts, this 
spectrograph consists of three coaxial cylinders. These cylinders 

*) A. Pavelka L c. 
•) 0*. Kupferle, ZS.'f. Phys. 93 (1935), 237. 



are made of chrome-nickel-steel by Skoda-Works in Plzen (Czecho
slovakia). They are cut and ground so as to fit in one another so 
precisely that they do not admit cavity or looseness amidst them 
more than 1 to 2/i. This is of course the highest precision that is 
possible to obtain. The precision of our measurements, is however 

Fig. 1. 
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limited by conditions other than those of the cylinders as it can 
be noted from our readings and results. Through the choice of 
cylinders instead of conical axles the possibility of the eccentricity 
of the inner and outer cylinders is diminished. The material of the 
cylinders is such that it does not permit rubbing in due to friction 
so as to stop the motion of the cylinders. The middle cylinder is 
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Table la. 

1st. Series with a displacement of 0,401 mm. 
C u , 9?! 

5 Û L 1 І i mean va-
jg £ i Л m m j Л \ OĹ 

Ь 1 i 1 n A*°c tp 18 ° C lue of 
q> 18° C 

227 0,322 4' 24,3" 94° 44' 47,5" 23° 40' 5,8" 7,07" 23° 40' 12,87" ч 

228 0,757 10' 21,3" 94° 50' 47" 23° 40' 6,4" 6,78" 23° 40' 13,18" 
230 0,768 10' 30,4" 94° 50' 52" 23° 40' 5,4" 7,3" 23° 40' 12,7" Cfc 

231 0,329 4' 30,0" 94° 44' 48" 23° 40' 4,5" 7,07" 23° 40'11,6" r Ч 

233 0,256 3'30,1" 94° 36' 51,5" 23° 40' 5,4" 5,85" 23° 40'11,25" 
234 0,260 3' 33,4" 94° 36' 53,5" 23° 40' 6,7" 6,31" 23° 40' 13,01" >* 
235 0,264 3' 36,7" 94° 36' 50" 23° 40' 6,6" 6,38" 23° 40' 12,98" o 

co 236 0,266 3' 38,3" 94° 36' 47,75" 23° 40' 6,5" 6,61" 23° 40' 13,1" <м 
237 0,351 4'48,1" 94° 44' 50" 23° 40' 0,5" 6,14" 23° 40' 6,6" J 

Table lb. Mo, <pг 

&a\ ] ] uean va-
đ £ \Л mm 
* ! 

A' Oi n AťQ 9>18°C lue of 
q> 18° C 

207 0,2000 2' 44,2" 42° 27' 10,5" 10° 36' 6,6" 0,86" 10° 36' 7,46" Ъ 

208 0,1890 2' 35" 42° 27'12,5" 10° 36' 9,5" 0,91" 10° 36' 10,41" 
210 0,3980 5' 26,9" 42° 29' ЪГ 10° 36' 6,25" 1,24" 10° 36' 7,49" * 
211 0,4076 5' 34,5" 42° 29' 52" 10° 36' 4,25" 1,12" 10° 36' 5,37" 
212 0,4018 5' 29,8" 42° 29' 53,5" 10° 36' 6,0" 0,86" 10° 36' 6,86" 
213 0,1708 2' 20,2" 42° 22' 2,0" 10° 36' 5,5" 1,31" 10° 36' 6,81" co 
214 0Д762 2' 24,6" 42° 22' 7" 10° 36' 7,9" 1,67" 10° 36' 9,57" 0 

0 
238 0,І97 2' 41,5" 42° 22' 8" 10° 36' 12,3" 1,11" 10° 36' 13,41" 
239 0Д66 2' 16,3" 42° 22' 9" ,10° 36' 6,3" 1,13" 10° 36' 7,43" 
240 0,187 2' 33,5" 42° 22' 7" 10° 36'10,1" 1,24" 10° 36'11,34" 

Table 1c Cu — Mo, "x 

& ~ mean va-
"Ő 0 Л mm A' <x x AťC x 18° C lue of 

н 18° C 

215 0,3450 4' 43,3" 26° 12' 43,5" 13° 4 ' 0,1" 1,66" 13° 4' 1,76" ч 

216 0,3381 4' 47,5" 26° 12' 47,4" 13° 3' 59,95" 1,37" 13° 4' 1,32" 
217 0,9536 13' 3,3" 25° 54' 53,0" 13° 3' 58,15" 1,79" 13° 3' 59,94" 
218 0,9690 13' 15,4" 25° 54' 53" 13° 4' 4,2" 1,78" 13° 4' 5,98" * 

ŕ-219 0,218 2' 58,9" 26° 5' 0,5" 13° 3' 59,7" 1,46" 13° 4' 1,16" ЄO 

220 0,2160 2' 57,3" 26° 5' 0,0" 13° 3' mм" 1,69" 13° 4' 0,34* <N 

221 0,2240 3' 3,9* 26° l ľ 7,0" 13° 4' 1,55" 1,878" 13° 4' 3,43" ^ 
223 0,2190 2' 59,8" 26° l ľ 4,5" 13° 4' 2,35" 2,204" І З M ' 4,55" co 
224 0,2072 2'49Д* 26°. 5' 5" 13° 3' 57,05* 2X 13° 3' 59,25" 
225 0,216 2' 57,3* 26° 5' 8" 13° 4' 2,65" 2,088" 13° 4' 4,74" 
226 0,228 3' 7,1" 26ö l ľ 8,5" 13°4' 0,7" 2,92* 13° 4' 3,62* J 
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Table Id. 
Displacement of the crystal =0 ,401 mm 
^Cu = 23° 40' 11,9" 
^ M o = 10° 36' 8,6" 
^Cu — ^ M o = x = 1 3 ° 4' 3,3" 
Directly measured x . . = 1 3 ° 4' 2,37" 
Mean x = 1 3 ° 4' 2,84" 

fixed to the body of the spectrograph. The inner cylinder forms the 
axle of the crystal table and the outer cylinder tha t of the cassette 
holder. The construction of the spectrograph, which can be seen 
from the sketch (Fig. 2), is besides having the said cylinders instead 
of cones also different only in certain details from the usual spectro
graph of the Siegbahn's type. This is of course due to the fact that the 
steel of the cylinders after hardening once, becomes so hard that 
it is no more possible to work on it. The cylinders have been ground 
at a temperature of 20° C. No influence of higher temperature on the 
precision of our readings has been found in the summer days. But 
if the temperature is*less than 20° C, it is rather difficult to rotate 
either the crystal or the cassette. Before we discuss our readings 
with the mentioned spectrograph, we may say tha t the accuracy 
of the readings is limited by the scale. 

I t is with the above stated spectrograph tha t we have taken 
a set of three series of measurements, one of the glancing angle <p 
of Cu Ka^, one of those of the glancing angle <p of Mo Koc1 and an
other series of those of the angle x (Cu K.oc1 — Mo Ka^), which can 
be seen from the Table 1 a, b, c, and d. First if we consider the series 
of measurements of the glancing angle <p of Cu K#1? excepting the 
last of the series, there is only a difference of 1, 5 or 2 seconds 
between the highest and the lowest value. In the case of the series 
of measurements of the <p of Mo K<%1? there is slightly a greater 
difference between the maximum and the minimum. This preci
sion is satisfactory for our work. In this connection, we wish to 
point out that the angle x, derived from the mean value of the 
glancing angle <p of Cu K#x and tha t of the glancing angle <p of 
Mo K#1? agrees with the mean value of the measured angle H with 
only a difference of nearly 0,9". This agreement can be taken as 
a test of the accuracy of our measurements. 

We have taken, as we have already mentioned, zinc sulphide 
crystal with a natural cut surface, which has given clear and well 
defined spectral lines. The crystal has however been slightly curved. 
We therefore could not fulfil the necessary conditions of adjust
ment of the crystal with the usual optical methods. Hence there has 
been actually a certain displacement which has introduced a discre
pancy in the value of the glancing angle <p of Cu K(XX and tha t of the 
glancing angle <p of Mo KACJ. and consequently in the value of the 
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grating constant of the crystal. How the displacement of the 
crystal affects the values of the glancing angles and consequently 
the value of the grating constant of the crystal derived from them, 
can be seen from our Table 2. When we see the first series of measu
rements which are taken with one and the same condition of the 
crystal-adjustment we find that the values of the constant of 
crystal grating derived from <p of Cu Ka^ and <p of Mo Kocx are at 

Table 2. 

Grating constant of ZnS crystal at a temperature of 18° C. 
I . . . 1st series of measurements with a displacement A — 0,401 mm 

I I . . . I I nd series of measurements with a displacement A = 0,025 mm 

d x X U I I I difference mean coгr. 
value 

^ C U 
meaп тc 

1914,77 
1908,166 
1908,978 
1923,53 

1908,6 
1908,985 
1908,935 
1908,0 

0,043 1908,96 corг. x 

1914,77 
1908,166 
1908,978 
1923,53 

1908,6 
1908,985 
1908,935 
1908,0 

0,043 1908,96 
ç^Mo 

1914,77 
1908,166 
1908,978 
1923,53 

1908,6 
1908,985 
1908,935 
1908,0 

0,043 1908,96 

great variance with one another. Applying the value of the 
angle x and the values of the wave lengths of Mo K ^ and Cu KTXX in 
the Bouchal-Dolejsek's equation,7) 

' , . 5 / L 4- h. \2~U 
dn = i-raf 

17 A,— A,\- / A, + A, \ri* 
[\ sin \x J \ cos \x ) J 

(where d is the constant of crystal grating, n is the order at which 
the radiation is reflected, Xv is the wave length of the radiation v, X^ 
is the wave length of the radiation ju which is smaller than Xv) 
we have derived 1908, 166 X. U. as the value of the grating con
stant of the crystal. This value thus derived from the angle x 
though differs very much from both the values derived from the <p 
of Cu K&! and the <p of Mo K.ax is, as we show at a latter stage, 
very near to the correct value. But in the second set of three series 
of measurements, shown in the Table 3, a, b, c and d, which are 
taken with the crystal-adjustment improved and made better than 
before by a process which we mention later on, the variance in the 
values of the constant of crystal grating derived from each one of 
the three said data \<p of Cu K<x1? <p of Mo K ^ and x of Cu — Mo) is 
greatly diminished. In the case of the first set of measurements 
with bad adjustment of the crystal the difference between the ma
ximum and the minimum of the three said values of the constant 
of crystal grating is nearly 15,5 X. U., while in the case of the 

7J F. Bouchal and V. Dolejsek, C. R. 199 (1934), 1054. 
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II nd. Series with a displacement of 0,0245 mm. 
TaЫe Зa. Cu, (pг 

І mean 
"S,® i Л m m 

! 
A' <x <pt 1 At° C 

i 
<p 18° C value 

of <p 
18° 0 

256 0,338 4' 37,4" 94° 54' 56" 23° 44' 53,35" 4,31" 23° 44' 57,66" 
ч 

260 0,386 5' 16,8" 94° 54' 56" 23° 45' 3,2" 2,38" 23° 45' 5,58" co . 

261 0,182 2' 29,4" 95° 2' 17,5" 23° 44' 57,025" 2,27" 23° 44' 59,52" 00 

262 0,134 Г 50" 95° 2' 19" 23° 45' 7,125" 2,97" 23° 45' 10,095" - ф 

265 0,423 5' 47,2" 94° 55f 1,5" 23° 45' 12,05" 1,28" 23° 45' 13,33" 1 ю 
266 0,402 5' 30" 94° 54' 49" 23° 45' 4,75" 2,15" 23° 45' 6,9" "# 
267 0,203 2' 46,6" 95° 2 '50" 23° 45' 0,85" 1,92" 23° 45' 2,77" 00 

268 0,209 2' 51,5" 95° 2 '50" 23° 44' 57,025" 1,89" 23° 44' 58,91" 

Tabl e Зb. Mo, <pг 

i\ 
i 

1 
Ф i Л m m 

cð | 
E ! 

A' ! x n AťC <p 18° C >2 

258 0,247 3' 22,7" 42° 41 ' 51" 10° 41 ' 18,425" 0,999" 10° 4 ľ 19,424" ч 
259 0,265 3' 37,5" 42° 41 ' 51" 10° 41'22,125" 0,824" 10° 41'22,949" 4: 

263 0,192 2' 37,6" 42° 48' 6,5" 10° 41' 22,225" 1,399" 10° 41 ' 23,624" Oí 

264 0,182 2' 29,4" 42° 48' 9,5" 10° 41' 25,25" 0,799" 10° 41'26,049" <N 

269 0,263 3' 35,9" 42° 41 ' 52,5" 10° 4 ľ 22,1" 0,949" 10° 4 ľ 23,049" ч 

270 0,247 3' 22,7" 42° 41 ' 52,5" 10° 41 ' 18,8" 0,824" 10° 4 ľ 19,624" i — 1 

271 0,255 3' 29,3" 42° 41 ' 55,5" 10° 41' 21,2" 0,999" 10° 41'22,199" o 

272 0,172 2' 21,2" 42° 47' 56" . 10° 4 ľ 23,7" 1,149" 10° 4 ľ 24,849" ғ H 

273 0,175 2' 23,6* 42° 47' 57,0" 10° 41' 23,35" 1,249" 10° 4 ľ 24,699" > 

Tabl Зc. Cu — Mo, x 

Л m m A' (X • X A*°C x 18° C 

274 0,269 3' 40,8" 26° 10' 36,5" 13° 3' 27,85" 1,696" 13° 3'29,546" \ 
275 0,247 3' 22,7" 26° 10' 31" 13° 3' 34,15" 1,862" 13° 3' 36,012" 00 

276 0,313 4' 16,9" 26° 3' 3,5" 13° 3' 40,2" 2,236" 13° 3' 42,436" t> 
277 0,306 4' 11,2" 26° 3' 6,5" 13° 3' 40,928" 2,078" 13° 3' 40,928" o> 

278 0,194 2' 39,2" 26° 9'59,0" 13° 3' 39,9" 1,862" 13° 3' 41,762" 
279 0,182 2' 29,0" 26° 9'54,5" 13° 3' 42,75" 1,330" 13° 3' 44,080" òo 
280 0,302 4' 7,9" 26° 3'10,5" 13° 3' 39,2" 1,996" 13° 3'41,196" 00 

281 0,307 4' 12,0" 26° 3 ' 1 Г 13 ô3'41,5" 0,768" 13° 3 ' 42,268" 

Table 3d. Displacement of the crystal = 0,0245 mm 
r^Cu = 23° 45' 04,346" 
©JVfo = 10° 41 ' 22,94" 
^ C u — 9>xMo = x = 13° 03; 41,406^ 
Directly measured x \ = 1 3 ° 03' 39,778" 
Mean x = 13° 03' 40,592" 
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measurements with better adjustment of the crystal the difference 
between the maximum and the minimum of the three values ob
tained from the second set of measured data, is only 0,9 X. U. As 
it can be noted from the Table 2, the values derived from the 
glancing angles in both cases with bad and good crystal-adjust
ments greatly differ from one another, while the values of the 
grating constant derived from the measured values of the angle H 
with bad and good adjustments of the crystal, which are 1908, 
17 X. U. and 1908, 99 X. U. respectively, are not only at very 
little variance but also very nearly agree with one another. A com
parison of both these values, obtained from H measured with bad 
and good adjustments of the crystal, with one another and a com
parison of the values of the grating constant derived from the 
values of the glancing angles 9?, measured in both cases, with one 
another and also of these values with the values derived from the 
values of the angle H, reveal the special merit of the ^-method. 

We have chosen Cu K ^ and Mo K<xx because these lines8) are 
very precisely measured, and the angle H (CU K # X — Mo KtxJ may 
be taken to be nearly equal to the glancing angle <p of Mo Kav I t 
has been shown by the former authors tha t if the angle H is smaller 
than the glancing angle <p, the defect of the crystal has a smaller 
influence on the value of the grating constant than if the angle H 
is nearly equal to the glancing angle <p. But the errors of the scale 
in this case, as we have mentioned before, have again greater 
influence upon the results. To avoid this influence, we have taken 
a larger angle H (even slightly larger than the glancing angle <p of 
M o K ^ ) . 

So, from the above considerations, we see that through the 
^-method, the discrepancy due to the defects of the grating crys
tal is diminished, but is not altogether eliminated. Now we show 
that by the combination of the <p- and the ^-methods, we can 
exactly determine the amount of possible displacement and its 
consequent error tha t enters in the value of the grating constant 
and thus practically eliminate all such errors due to the defects of 
the crystal even if they are great, the only condition naturally 
being that the said defects remain stationary during the course 
of observation. We mention this fact because the result calculated 
from the angle H derived from the values of two different glancing 
angles measured with two different crystal-adjustments cannot be 
deemed t6 be more accurate than the results derived from the 
glancing angles." 

Now to show the principle of the mentioned possibility of the 
combination of <p- and ^-methods for the elimination of the discre-

«) A. Larson, Phil. Mag. (7) 3 (1927), 1136; Ina Wennerlof, Ark. Mat., 
Astr. och Fysik. (A) 22 (1930), Nr. 8. 



pancy due to the defects of the grating crystal, we discuss from 
our Table 4, the final readings compiled from our Tables 1 and 3 
and their recpective results. In the Table 4 we have two different 
values, firstly that of the <p of Cu K<%15 namely 23° 40* 11,9" which 
gives us a value of 1914, 77 X. U., and secondly that of the glancing 
angle <p of Mo K^1? which gives us a value of 1923, 5 X. U. as the 

Table 4. 

Representation of the 1st series of measurements and their results 
(A -0 ,401 mm). 

— j ^ = 0°05 ' 13,11 

qpjCu meas. dx = 
23° 40'11,9" 1914,77 XU 

dx = J cor. x 
1908,166 XU ] 13° 03' 40,77" 

L-Mo — to 1908,166 XU 
1 10° 41'19,6" 

mean x 
13° 04' 02,84" 
(p^Mo meas. 
10° 36' 08,6" 

I 

^ C u — to 1908,166 XU 
23° 45' 25,01" 

cor. dx = 
1908,978 XU 

1923,53 XU 

.±dx = 0°05 ' 11" 

A mean A 
mm • mm 

Cu 0,416 
L Mo 0,385 

a 
) 0,401 /« '<>- .« ' ) 

. edx = 
(i(5Cu — idMo) 

— 22,07" 

Representation of the II nd series of measurements and their results 
(A -0 ,025 mm). 

i 4 < J = 1 8 , 1 8 " r 

g^Cu meas. 
23° 45' 04,35" 

mean x 
13° 03'40,59 
<px Mo meas. 
10° 41'22,94 

d,= 
1908,6 XU 

dx = 
1908,985 XU' 

áx = 
1908,0 XU 

\d = 20,04" . 
A mean A 

mm mm -
Cu 0,0242} 2 5 

Mo 0,0248/ 

^ C u —to 1908,985 XU 
23° 44' 46,18" 

13° 03'41,947" 
^ M o —to 1908,985 XU 

10° 41 ' 02,90" 

cor. dx = I 
1908,935 XU 

i 

15 
> 

§ 
є 

ti 

И 
co 
o 

Ф 

o 

í 
ф 

\l9,772*J 

єôx ~ 
tøó u — łóMo) 

+ 1,36" 

constant of crystal grating. We have already pointed out that, 
in this case, the difference between these two values of the constant 
of crystal grating is only due to the displacement of the crystal and 
that the value dx = 1908, 166 X. U. derived from the value of the 
angle x -=» 13° 4' 2,84", is very near to the correct value, in as much 
as the displacement and similar errors are greatly diminished in the 
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values derived from it. Assuming this value of the grating constant 
to be the correct one, we have derived from it the corresponding 
values of the glancing angle <p of Cu Kocx and similarly tha t of 
Mo Kocv Thus we have the measured value of <p Cu Kocx and the 
calculated value of <p Cu Kocx, corresponding to the value of dx = 
= 1908, 166 X. U. and also similarly the measured and the calcu
lated values of <p of Mo Kocx. Since the calculated values of the 
glaroing angles of Cu Koc± and Mo Kocx are derived from the appro
ximately correct value of the grating constant, they can be taken 
to be approximately correct. The difference between the measured 
value and the calculated value which is assumed to be correct, 
gives half of the approximate displacement error tha t exists in the 
measured values of the glancing angles <p because <pC0T = <pmea ± 
± ^8, where <pC0T is the value of the correct glancing angle, <pmeB 

is the value of the measured glancing angle and 8 is the value of 
the displacement. We have therefore ^8 = 5' 13,11" in the case 
of <p of Cu Kocx and ^8 = 5' 11" in the case of <p of Mo Kocr which 
can be seen from the Table 4. They are approximately equal. In 
fact these displacement errors should be dissimilar, because any 
particular amount of displacement of the crystal A with two 
glancing angles such as those of Cu Kocx, and Mo Koc± makes the 
displacement errors in the glancing angles different. Gur values 
of %8, as can be noted from the above mentioned Table, are appro
ximately equal, because the corresponding calculated values of the 
glancing angles in either case are not derived from the correct value 
of the grating constant of the crystal but are only obtained from a va
lue very near to the true value. Or in other words, they are derived 
from a value of the angle x having a minute error edx. From these va
lues of these displacement errors of 8 of Cu Kocx and 8 of Mo Kocx we 
have calculated the value of the displacement of the crystal A by 
the above mentioned equation. We have thus obtained two values, 
the mean of which being 0,401 mm and this value can be taken as 
the value of the displacement of the crystal. From this value of the 
displacement of the crystal we can derive the correct values of 
the 8 of ^cuKft, and 8 of ^MOK^- From these data we can also 
derive the displacement error edx of the measured angle x, and thus 
correct it by elimination from the following considerations. We 
have pointed out tha t in our case x = <pp —<p̂  where <p9 is the glan
cing angle of the wave-length A, and <pp is the glancing angle of the 
wave-length XMi when <pP > 9V I t has been already pointed out that 
9W = <p mes ± \&(p where <pCOt is the correct value, <pmes the 
measured value of the glancing angle and 8V is the value of the 
displacement of the particular measured glancing angle <p. The 
displacement error 6 is added if the crystal is displaced away from 
the slit and subtracted if it is displaced towards the slit. So we 
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have 
from.. . <pv cor = <pv mes ± i<V» 

a n d . . . <p^COT = 9Vmes ± y<W 

for angle x... Kcor == 9^ cor — 9Vor? 

a n d . . . Xme&
 = = 9^mes ^ m e s * 

From these we can deduce an equation expressing the relation 
between the correct angle «cor; the measured angle xmes and half 
the displacement errors |-<$v„ of the gancing angle <pv and £(5^ of 
the glancing angle <p^ in the following way: 

^cor = = Vpvmes ZC ~2°<p*) ( 9 ^ mes ± 0<pf*) 

*cor = (<fv ± 1 < V ) (<rV ± i < W > 
= ^mes ± y (°Vv <VA*/ ®^ ^mes ± ("g"^v "2r ?̂>.*-/ 
==;' ^mes HZ £o^> 

where 
sdx == ^ (O ,̂ — (5^). 

In our case 
X c o r ' = ^rnes ± { ( ^ C u K « , ^ M o K * J . 

and in this special case, 

xC0T = x + (5f 1,45" — 5' 23,52") 
= 13° 4' 2,84" — 0° 0' 22,07" 
= 13° 3' 40,77". 

We have thus through the combination of the <p- and ^-methods 
obtained the corrected value of the angle x which gives us the value 
of d = 1908, 98 X. U. This corrected value, as it can be seen from 
the Table 4, agrees very well with the value of d± = 1908, 99 X. U. 
obtained from x measured in the second set of observations, with 
a better crystal-ad justement (Table 4). As it has been shown, 
there has been actually a displacement of 0,401 mm in the position 
of the crystal with which we have taken the first set of measure
ments shown already, and the great divergence in the values of the 
constant of crystal grating, derived from <p of Cu K^x and tha t 
from <p of Mo K^2 has, been due to this displacement. 

To verify all these result at s we have shifted away the crystal 
from the displaced position to 0,401 mm, there by improving the 
crystal-adjustment. Again we have taken a set of three series of 
measurements (one of the <p of Cu K&!, the second of the <p of Mo K«j 
and the third of the angle x = <pcuK<xx — ^MOK*,, which we have 
called the measurements with better crystal-adjustment and which 
can be seen in the Table 3 a, b, c and d. I t can be further seen in the 
Table 4, tha t the great divergence in the results of the grating 
constant obtained from <p of Mo K<xx and from <p of Cu Koc1? tha t we 
note in the first set of measurements, is in the second set of measu-
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rements very greately diminished. Through the diminution of the 
said divergence in the value of the grating constant, the correctness 
of the calculated displacement of the crystal, with which the first 
set of measurements have been taken, is verified. As a survey of 
our direct experimental verification we wish to point out to the 
table No. 5 wherein only the measured values of the glancing 
angles of Cu K<%, and Mo K(xx of the 1st set (of measurements) and 
those of the Ilnd set of measurements are recorded. The difference 
between the values of the measured glancing angles of Cu Ka x 

and Mo K04 of the 1st set of measurements and those of the Ilnd set 
of measurements gives the 1/2<5^Cu and the 1/2d(fMo' Thus 
1/Wcu — V2&r°Mo — e$x = 21,9" and this agrees fairly well with 
the calculated error edx of the 1st set of measurements, which is 
about 22", thereby establishing the validity of our method of deter
mining the displacement of the reflecting surface of the crystal and 
of eliminating the error that enters in the value of the angles x and 
consequently in the value of the grating constant of the crystal. 

Table 5. 

Measurements of the 1st and the Ilnd series. 

<p! measured 
I I I 

ţô eôx 

Cu 
Mo 

23° 40'11,9" 
10° 36' 08,6" 

23° 45' 04,35" 
10° 41 ' 22,94" 

4'52",4" 
5'14,3" 

1—21,9" 

If we note the second set of measurements and similarly apply 
again our method we see that there still remains a displacement 
of 0,025 mm in as much as we could not bring the crystal to the 
calculated position as the regulating screw of the crystal table is 
not sufficiently precise for this purpose. Following the same process 
mentioned before, we have determined the edx which is about 
+ 1,3* and then eliminated this error from x. Thus we have again 
the corrected x which gives 1908,935 X. U. as the final corrected 
value of the constant of crystal grating. The value of dv obtained 
merely from the measured x without being corrected of the second 
set of readings, differs from the corrected vatue only by 0,05 
X. U. The values of dL obtained from cp of Cu K(xx and <p of Mo K ^ 
measured with this crystal-adjustment differs from the correct value 
by 0,3 X. U. in the case of Cu and by 0,9 X. U. in the case of Mo. 
IVom this it is evident that if we calculate with this method, there 
is no need of further improvement of the crystal adjustment. Also 
if we compare the final corrected valine of Ax derived from the se
cond set of readings with the corrected value of the constant 
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of crystal grating of the first set of measurements, we notě that 
this value obtained from the measurements even with a displace-
ment of 0,4 mm agrees quite well with the finál value, only with 
a difference of 0,04 X. U. which is within the limits of the errors of 
observation. Such is the advantage of our method. In the čase of 
perfect crystals and proper crystal adjustment the mentioned 
method testifies the correctness of the results. 

Spectrocopical Institute of the Charles Vniverstity, Praha. 
* 

Přesná metoda pro stanovení mřížkové konstanty krystalu 
spojením metody y a metodami x. 

(Obsah předeš lého článku.) 

Autoři v úvodu podávají další propracování metod užívajících 
k určení mřížkových konstant rozdílu dvou úhlů sklonu místo 
přímého měření úhlu sklonu. Metody tyto byly na základě prací 
Pavelky a Valoucha vypracovány Kunzlem a Kóppelem a ana
logicky Bouchalem a Ďolejškem, při čemž byla Siegbahnova 
precisní metoda pro měření úhlu sklonu <p aplikována na měření 
úhlu x. Autoři potvrzují výhody plynoucí z metod založených 
na úhlu x proti metodám užívajícím úhlu <p měřením vykonaným 
se spektrografem nového typu, v němž kónusy sloužící k upevnění 
a regulaci kasety jsou nahrazeny precisně zabroušenými soustřed
nými válci, které byly zhotoveny Škodovými závody. Z výsledků 
tímto spektrografem získaných je zřejmé, že přesnost spektro-
grafu plně dostačuje účelu práce, při čemž současně jsou potvrzeny 
výsledky prací předchozích autorů. 

Měření byla provedena na krystalu sfaleritu (ZnS). Při diskusi 
získaných výsledků ukazují autoři na možnost, jak lze výhody 
plynoucí z «-metod zvýšiti tím způsobem, že se tyto metody 
kombinují s měřením úhlu <p. Autoři postupují tím způsobem, že 
z hodnot získaných měřením úhlu x odvozují hodnoty úhlu <p, 
které by odpovídaly mřížkové konstantě, určené z úhlu x. Poněvadž 
tato hodnota mřížkové konstanty je velmi blízká správné hodnotě, 
je možno z rozdílů úhlů <p měřených a počítaných uvedeným způ
sobem, určiti chybu justace krystalu a z této justační chyby pak 
určením korekce úhlu x nalezenou hodnotu mřížkové konstanty. 
— již velmi blízkou správné hodnotě — korigovati. Verifikace 
postupu uvedeného je zřejmá z výsledků. 

Tak udávají metodu, při níž, jak z jejich výsledků je viděti, 
lze i při velmi značných chybách krystalů dostati správný vý
sledek, pří čemž současně kombinací obou metod je dosaženo 
kontroly správnosti získaných výsledků. 
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